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They were all silent, frozen for a tiny moment with eyes wide and mouths 

open. She knew they were thinking of the rumors that the locker room was 

haunted—by a lonely child, by a sharp-clawed monster, by a brain 

chewing zombie. The story changed, but the fear did not. 
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Michael kind of wanted to hit it. Just for existing, really. And for 

awakening a sense of obligation inside him, a feeling that he owed it 

something since it seemed to expect something of him. And for making 

him feel like he actually wanted to take care of it, too, the pathetic thing.  
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Dinner was eaten and the gloaming light through the French doors leading 

to the verandah had slipped away to full darkness when their hostess suggested 

they retire to the study for coffee and brandy.  

“Olivia likes to pretend we’re living in the 1900’s,” her husband told their 

guests, “and that we are the keepers of one of those big old country houses, 

where people still ‘retire’ to another room after dinner.” 

Olivia swatted at her husband. “Fine. Have it your way. Who wants to head 

into the den and get drunk? Is that better?” 

The two women laughed politely as their husbands raised their hands. 

She led the party into the next room, where a grouping of comfy looking 

leather sofas invited their guests to sit beside the crackling fire. One of the men, a 

fellow lawyer, leaned back and clapped their host on the shoulder. “How’s the 

writing career coming? Any new stories you’re willing to share?” 

“You’re a writer?” the lawyer’s wife asked. 

“He’s a damn good one. Horror, mostly. Always the highlight of our 

retreats. Of course, none of us can ever sleep afterwards, but what the hell? 

That’s the fun of it.” 

Olivia, who had been stoking the fire, returned to sit on the arm of her 

husband’s chair. “Darling, why don’t you share your new one?” she asked, 

smoothing one of his curls behind his ear. “About the preschool teacher. It’s 

dreadfully creepy,” she promised their guests, rubbing her arms and shivering. 

“And I haven’t heard the ending yet.”  

From the corner of the room, his mother made a small noise in the back of 

her throat, like the mewl of an injured kitten. 

“Are you okay, Mother?” 
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All heads turned towards the old woman, brittle and shrunken underneath 

her shawl, tucked away like an uncomfortable piece of furniture kept around for 

sentimental purposes. 

Her head quivered on her thin neck as she stared down at her liver-spotted 

hands and ignored her son. 

“I think it’s wonderful the way you care for her,” one of the women 

confided. 

Olivia squeezed her husband’s arm. “They’re very close. After his dad…” 

She let the sentence trail, and after a moment of uncomfortable silence, pasted on 

a bright smile and finished with, “Well, it was just the two of them. So, about the 

story. Is it finished?”  

His eyes flicked in his mother’s direction, then settled on the fire. “It’s 

finished.” 

 

 

They say that everyone in prison is either innocent or psychotic. The trick is 

figuring out who’s who, and then staying as far away from the psychos as 

possible. Not as easy as it sounds, but at five years in, Linda was learning. 

The guard tapped her as she was on her way in from the yard.  “Someone 

here to see you.” 

Since she hadn’t ever had a visitor other than her lawyer, she assumed that 

meant FBI. And FBI meant hassle. They would not let it drop, these guys. She 

already knew how this interview would go because she’d been through it a 

thousand times. 

She followed the guard down the corridor, the fluorescent lights giving her 

blue jumpsuit a fresh look. She could have been a doctor or a nurse, in another 

life. He ushered her into a private room, the kind reserved for conversations with 

lawyers or wardens – anyone from law enforcement, really. After all, they were 

the most important people in the inmates’ lives now. 

She didn’t recognize the guy with the slick hair and hundred-dollar suit 

seated across the table, but it didn’t matter. He looked like every other agent 

she’d ever met. 

“Linda.” He nodded as she sat at the end of the table, and made no other 

attempt at greeting. They were cold, these guys, as if they’d all been trained that 

any sort of warmth whatsoever was a waste of energy, maybe even a liability. Or 

perhaps they’d seen so much that the warmth had been sucked away. It could go 

either way. “You’re probably wondering why I’m here.” 

“Not really.” She met his blank stare with one of her own. “You’re here to 

ask me about Charlie. Because I was the last one to see him.” 

This phrase had been used countless times: by the police, her lawyer, even 

his mother during one excruciating visit in which her hollow, red eyes looked as 
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if they might bleed from the effort of her begging. Linda wasn’t sure exactly 

when it had changed, but sometime in the last few years, they’d tacked the word 

‘alive’ on to the end. She was the only one who refused to use it. 

His eyes bore holes into her skull. “Interesting choice of words.” 

“Why is that?” 

“Because they’ve found him.” 

She’d had enough experience with these guys to know that every word was 

weighed, every nuance calculated. And he’d said ‘found him.’ Not ‘found his 

body.’ 

“How is he?” 

He ignored that, but she thought she detected a slight grimace, a tightening 

of the skin around his jawline, a small squint of those cold eyes. “I need you to 

tell me again about the day he disappeared. Start from the beginning, and don’t 

leave anything out.” 

Sheer spite made her want to refuse. She’d made this same statement to the 

police long ago; she’d testified at the trial. None of it had made a bit of 

difference. She was guilty in their eyes, had been since the moment she’d opened 

her mouth for the first time. 

But now, finally, something had changed. They’d found him. Which meant 

that whoever had taken him, wherever he had been, now there could be evidence 

to clear her name. The thought of freedom was enough to make her take a deep 

breath and close her eyes. 

Rain beat hard against the glass block windows of the old gymnasium, but the 

sound was lost amid the crushing volume of eleven four-year-olds. They bounced their 

shrieks and squeals off the wood floors and cement walls faster than the red playground 

balls they threw, and if her headache was any indication, with better accuracy. The 

cement wall was cool against her forehead, and she only closed her eyes for a second. 

Maybe two. 

“It was October 22nd. A Thursday. Just before five o’clock.” This part was 

rote, the date seared into memory like the tattoo of a concentration camp 

survivor. “We were in the gym.” 

A ball smacked into the back of her head.  

She turned to find the perpetrator, raising an eyebrow at a small boy who had his 

hands clapped over his mouth.  

“Sorry, Miss Linda.” 

She checked her watch once more, the fifth time in as many minutes. How was it 

that the days seemed to drag on longer as the daylight hours grew shorter?  Time for a 

head-count. Ten. Ten little screaming – 

Wait.  

She counted once more.  

Still ten. 
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She grabbed her whistle and gave three short blasts, the sound like a dagger in her 

temple. The children clutched their ears and scampered to the far end of the gym, lining 

up against the cracked blue wrestling mats like tiny army soldiers. Or trained monkeys. 

She followed, counting again as she went. A stray ball rolled across the floor, 

bumping into her foot as she came to a stop in front of the line of ten children. 

Only ten. 

“I did a head count, and that’s when I realized there were only ten kids. I 

should have had eleven. Charlie made eleven.” 

He cleared his throat. “Why?” 

“Why what?” 

“What made you decide to count?” 

They’d asked her that at the trial, too. As if the very act of my noticing his 

disappearance cemented her guilt. “Habit, I guess. We did it all the time. It was 

so you didn’t even know you were doing it.” 

“Unless you came up short.” 

She nodded. 

“And where did you think he’d gone?” 

His phrasing was different than before. Not, ‘what did you think had 

happened to him?’ which what they’d asked at first. And later, ‘what did you do 

to him?’ No, now it was ‘where had he gone?’ Anxiety prickled at the back of her 

neck. Where had he gone?  

“Where’s Charlie?” 

Some shrugged, others giggled.  

“Maybe he had to go potty.” 

It was the only logical explanation. The outside doors were locked and fitted with an 

alarm. If he’d gone that way, she’d have heard him. 

“Brittany, go upstairs and ask Miss Monica if Charlie went back to use the 

bathroom.” 

She scampered off through the other door. 

Her monkeys began to chatter, and one of the boys shoved another. 

“Feet on the yellow line, please. Hands to yourself.” 

“Miss Linda, can you slam dunk?” 

She glanced up at the basketball hoop above her head, the net frayed, the rim bent so 

that it hung down at an angle. 

“Maybe in this basket.” 

She turned as her director entered, the clip-clop of her heels echoing through the 

gym.  

“Brittany says you’re missing someone.” 

Linda sighed. “Not missing, exactly. He probably went to use the bathroom.” 

“I never saw him. And I just checked the restroom.” 
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Monica’s office was just outside the gym. Her desk faced the hallway, and any child 

foolish enough to try and sneak off once without telling a teacher was not likely to do it 

again. 

“At first, I assumed he’d gone to the bathroom.” 

“But he hadn’t.” 

She didn’t feel the need to answer. They both knew he hadn’t.  

“What did you do next?” 

Linda felt the back of her neck tingle and she turned to look at a small door in the far 

corner. “Then he has to be in the locker room.” 

She heard a sharp intake of breath and scanned the little faces in front of her. They 

were all silent, frozen for a tiny moment with eyes wide and mouths open. She knew they 

were thinking of the rumors that the locker room was haunted—by a lonely child, by a 

sharp-clawed monster, by a brain chewing zombie. The story changed, but the fear did 

not. 

“Go find him, then. I’ll take over here.” 

She started to protest, then bit her lip. They were just stories. Not even very clever 

ones. And Charlie was her responsibility. 

The children’s chatter faded as Monica led them out the door and back up the stairs 

to their classroom. It was just Linda, alone in the gym. 

And whoever might be in the locker room. 

“I went to check the locker room.” 

“Reluctantly.” 

The single word was a slap, and she straightened in her chair.  

Don’t be silly, she chided herself. It’s just Charlie. Charlie’s in the locker room. 

Now she could hear the rain, along with the roar and clatter of the overhead duct 

system. Her feet squeaked on the polished floor, the one improvement Monica had 

conceded to make to this dilapidated old building. The parents had raised the money and 

the director couldn’t refuse.  

As she reached the door, a tennis ball dropped from overhead, its sides flattened and 

scorched, like a muffin left too long in the oven. It bounced once, then hit a flat side and 

rolled toward the locker room. 

Linda bit back a scream. No need to panic. It happened all the time. 

She looked up at the heating system suspended overhead. The tennis balls were the 

perfect size to become lodged in the grooves of the blower. They stayed there until they 

burned enough to become loose, then they fell. Once, when the preschool had been closed 

for a week over the holidays, they’d come back to find almost a dozen of the blackened toys 

scattered across the gym floor.  

Where the kids kept getting the balls was another mystery altogether. 

She kicked aside the ball, squared her shoulders, and shoved open the door. It 

resisted, as if dreading the intrusion as much as her, and she had to plant her thigh 
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against it while she wheeled over the mop bucket. It was important that the door stay 

open. For the heat, she reasoned, though a small voice inside whispered, liar. 

“I checked it,” she said again. 

“And what did you find?” He was leaning forward now, his pen clenched 

in his fist, knuckles white. 

She shivered and wrinkled her nose as the smell of things fetid and mildewed 

assaulted her, things like dirty socks and dead spiders. Why on earth would Charlie want 

to come in here? None of the teachers ever did if they could help it, and it was off-limits to 

the children.  

She realized she’d just answered her own question. 

“Charlie? Are you in here?” 

Linda kneeled down on the cold cement floor, paint flecks clinging to her jeans as 

she peered underneath the shelves. 

“Charlie? You need to come out right now.” 

No Charlie. 

She swallowed around the sudden lump in her throat. “Nothing. He wasn’t 

in there.” 

His probing gaze locked on hers. “And you searched everywhere.” It wasn’t 

a question so much as a statement of disbelief. 

“Yes,” she said. “And so did his parents. And the police. And the FBI.” She 

stressed this last part, even as she wondered if he had been one of the initial 

investigators on the case. Her memory from that time was hazy, living as she had 

been in a state of perpetual panic, on little or no sleep. That was before the vague, 

dull horror of losing Charlie began to give way to the terrible knowledge that she 

was going to be blamed for his disappearance. 

“You all went over it with a fine-tooth comb. There weren’t that many 

places for a little boy to hide. Or where he would have wanted to.” She shivered, 

remembering the dank, dark room. 

“He must have been in there somewhere,” the fed said. “Because he’s come 

back out.” 

She blinked. “I’m sorry?” They were all words she knew, but he wasn’t 

using them in a context she understood. “He came out? Out of where?” 

He stuck a finger inside his shirt collar. She could see his Adam’s apple 

bobbing there, shiny with a faint sheen of perspiration. “He just… walked out of 

the locker room this morning.” 

The room felt smaller somehow, or else she was bigger. Like Alice in 

Wonderland, growing so fast the blood in her veins had to rush to catch up. She 

felt it, warm in her cheeks; heard it pulse in her ears. Her eyes, too, felt too big for 

their sockets, bulging with the promise this one sentence had afforded her. “He’s 

alive!”  

“You sound surprised.” 
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“No. I’m not. I mean, I never lost hope. But so much time has passed….” 

She trailed off and bit her lip. “How is he? And where was he?” She hadn’t 

realized she was standing, but sat down hard as the realization hit her. “How can 

they be sure it’s even him?” 

Now the fed stood and cleared his throat. “It’s him,” he said, pulling a 

picture from his wallet. 

She recognized it, or thought she did. They had photos done on the day 

he’d disappeared. This one had made the circuit of all the television news 

stations, as well as flyers and posters around the area. Charlie, with his blonde 

head of curls, his red checked shirt bright against his rosy cheeks.  

The photographer had been set up in the gym since seven, her bright lights casting 

odd shadows against the cinderblock. Linda shivered and pulled her sweater tighter as she 

watched the woman try to coax a smile out of Charlie.  

“I’m cold,” he pouted. “I want to go home. Linda, can you come play at my house 

again?” 

She felt her cheeks redden. “Not today, Charlie.” 

“We can play hide and seek again.” His little face was hopeful, and she had the 

fleeting thought that he’d do anything to get out of having his photo taken. 

“Look at the birdie. See the birdie! That’s a pretty birdie!” 

Linda tried to hide her smile in her sleeve as Charlie’s scowl widened. “I’m not a 

baby,” he declared.  

He wasn’t. In fact, in the little man clothes his mother had picked out, he looked 

more like a midget farmer. 

He turned to Linda as the camera flashed, eliciting a hushed curse from the 

photographer. “Maybe this time Mommy can play too.” 

“Does he still look the same?” she asked. 

“You tell me. That photo was taken this morning.” 

She stared at the sullen preschooler in the photo, watched him as it tumbled 

from her fingers. “I don’t understand.” 

“Neither do we.” 

These feds had a way of avoiding questions that would have done her 

mother proud.  

“When is Daddy coming home?” Linda asked. She knew the question might make 

mommy angry, but she needed to know if he was going to make it to her birthday party. 

He’d promised her a surprise this year, something special now that she was a big five-

year-old. 

Mommy wiped her hands on her apron and scowled out the window, her mouth 

puckering like the elastic on the sleeves of Linda’s favorite seersucker blouse. “I thought I 

told you to set the table,” she said, shooing her from the kitchen with a flick of the 

dishtowel. 
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“That’s not possible,” she tried again. “Charlie was four when he 

disappeared. He’d be nine now. This can’t be him.” 

“All I can tell you is that this little boy,” he jabbed a finger at the photo, 

“wandered out of the locker room at approximately oh-eight-hundred hours this 

morning, startling a teacher and a group of kids playing in the gym. When she 

asked him his name, he said Charlie. He’s been since identified by several 

teachers and his parents as Charles Spector.” 

“His parents.” A picture of his mother’s anguished face swam into her head.  

“He’s still wearing the same clothes he disappeared in.” 

She stared at the photo. “What you’re suggesting is impossible.” 

“I haven’t suggested anything.” 

“You said it’s him. It can’t be. It has to be some other boy who looks just like 

him.” 

“Some other boy named Charlie Spector.” 

 “Kids lie. What about DNA?” 

“They’re running the tests. But I have to say, the kid was pretty convincing. 

He asked for you.” 

Her heartbeat slowed, tripped, seemed to catch itself. “What does that 

mean?” 

“He asked for his teacher. Miss Linda.” He consulted his notes. “And his 

friends, Brittany. And Trey.” 

“Miss Linda, can I get a bubbler drink?” 

“Not now, Trey. Wait until we line up to go outside.” 

“Miss Linda, Charlie’s pushing me!” 

“Tell him how that makes you feel, Brittany.” 

“It makes me feel bad!” 

“Miss Linda, Brittany said I made her feel bad.” 

“So don’t push her anymore.” 

“He mentioned picture day.” 

Her throat felt tight, and her vision was blurry with tears. “How can this be? 

Where has he been?” 

“He says he went into the locker room to hide. He says he heard you calling 

him.” 

She shook her head hard, trying to rattle things back into place.  “This is a 

trick of some kind.” 

“His mother doesn’t think so.” 

“What about the FBI? What do they think?” 

“They aren’t thinking. Yet.” 

She swallowed the nasty comment swimming on her tongue. Give these 

guys an old-fashioned crime scene and they were like kids at the beach. But put 
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them in the middle of some unexplained phenomenon and they were just 

treading water. 

“And what does this mean for me? Obviously I didn’t stash the kid in the 

gym for five years. I’m innocent. This proves it.” 

He inclined his head, which could have meant he agreed with her, or that he 

had a crick in his neck. 

“I want to see my lawyer.” 

 

 

“So he’s like what, Rumplestiltskin?” Jerry asked, when she’d told him the 

story. 

“Wrong fairy tale, jerk.”  

He might have been her lawyer, but he was also a jerk. In fact, he’d been a 

jerk since they day they’d met.  

“Show me yours, I’ll show you mine.” 

Linda nearly choked on the vanilla soft serve, and managed to avoid dropping the 

cone only by shoving it halfway up her nose. 

“Show you my what?” was the brilliant reply she came up with after she’d wiped 

her face clean with a napkin. Jerry was a year ahead of her in school, and though she 

found him attractive in a geeky, intelligence-is-hot kind of way, she’d never pictured any 

sort of romance between them, especially not one he initiated. 

Nevertheless, a half-hour later she was naked in the backseat of his car, which was 

conveniently parked behind the Dairy Queen while her cone melted on the hot pavement 

outside.  

“Sorry about your ice cream.” His smile was sheepish as he pulled up his boxer 

shorts. 

“That’s all right. I wanted chocolate anyway.” 

“Rumplestiltskin was that troll who turned straw into gold, and then tried 

to steal Rapunzel’s baby,” Linda corrected him. 

“Who am I thinking of, then?” 

“Rip Van Winkle, probably. He fell asleep for like 20 years, and when he 

woke up, everything was different.” 

“No kidding.” He pulled files from his briefcase, his gaze focused on the 

scarred table in the semi-private cell they’d been allotted.  

“Except Rip Van Winkle still aged. He had that long beard when he woke 

up. He was narcoleptic, or in a coma or something. This is more like that movie 

with the kids who go into the coat closet.”  

“The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe.” He looked up now, his eyes 

unnaturally large behind his wire-rimmed glasses, shirt wrinkled, tie crooked. 
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She resisted the impulse to straighten his tie and went on. “Except it’s not 

like that, either. When those kids came back, time had passed for them, but not 

for anyone else.” 

“So it’s the opposite of Narnia.” 

Linda nodded. “Holy shit. That means we’re Narnia.” So where the hell had 

Charlie gone? 

“I’ve spoken to the DA,” Jerry said. “They are willing to concede that your 

case might bear another look.” 

“Bear another look? They’ve found the kid. I didn’t take him. What’s the 

problem?” 

“The problem is, this sounds more like an episode of Star Trek than 

anything real.” 

“What the hell, Jerry. They found him. He’s alive. But you still think I’m 

guilty, don’t you?” 

He sighed and rubbed the bridge of his nose. “I’ve told you dozens of times, 

it doesn’t matter what I think. I don’t have to believe you. I just have to try and 

get you off.” 

“We both know how well that worked out.” She held out her hands. “Did 

you really think I was capable of, what? Abusing him? Killing him? Chopping 

him into pieces and flushing him down the toilet?” 

He winced. “No. Nothing like that. I just thought, sometimes, well, you 

were so determined….”   

“Maybe I’m pregnant this time.” She sprawled across his sheets and pressed her 

hands to her belly. 

Jerry groaned and threw a hand across his face. “Don’t even joke about that.” 

“Don’t you want to have kids some day?” She twined her legs around his naked 

body and turned to face him, her lips formed into a small pout. “Think of all the fun we’ll 

have trying to get pregnant.” 

He pushed her off, sat up, and slipped on his glasses. “We’ve been over this before, 

Linda. I’ve still got two years of law school and then the bar exam. I don’t have time to 

even think about kids, much less have one.” 

She watched as he rose and walked naked into the bathroom, staring at the freckle on 

his left cheek until he closed the door. 

“I was wrong, okay? I admit it.” 

She noticed he hadn’t apologized. “So what do I have to do to get out of this 

place?” 

“I’m filing the paperwork today. In the meantime, Charlie wants to see 

you.” 

“He does?” She relaxed. She’d always liked Charlie. “Sure. I’ll see him. I 

would have done that anyway. I’m as curious as they are. But I don’t want to see 
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his mother.” She shuddered at the memory of the shattered woman. “Tell them 

to send his dad.” 

Jerry blinked at her from behind his glasses but didn’t say anything.  

She never had been able to tell what he was thinking. That was probably 

why it hadn’t worked out between them. That and Vince. 

 

 

The gym was just as Linda remembered, big and cold and hollow. The floor 

looked like it needed resurfacing again, and the mesh that separated the stage 

area had been replaced by what looked like a garage door, but those were the 

only changes. Balls still lodged in the rafters, the moldy blue mats still hung from 

the walls. The room still smelled of rubber and dust. And now freedom. But 

then, everything smelled like that, especially places she now associated with 

cops. 

Linda listened to the police argue with her lawyer, their voices loud in the empty 

gym. They sounded like angry children playing at being grown-up. She felt weak and 

tired, and she just wanted to wake up from this nightmare and go home. Because that was 

what this was—a nightmare. Charlie had wandered off somehow, inexplicably. She 

couldn’t find him, the cops couldn’t find him, his mother couldn’t find him.  

He was gone. As if he’d never existed. 

And they thought it was her fault. 

She loved kids. She’d never do anything to harm one of them. Sure, sometimes they 

were loud and sometimes they asked the same question over and over and over again, but 

everyone had some part of their job they didn’t like. That didn’t make them criminals.  

Charlie and his dad were waiting on the far side of the room. Charlie’s hair 

had been combed back with something wet, the curls straightened and plastered 

against his head. He wore dark pants and a sweater vest, while Vince was 

dressed like he’d just come from the office. Her jeans and faded sweatshirt 

seemed out of place, too informal for discovering a portal to another dimension, 

perhaps, and she realized she’d inadvertently dressed for the job she no longer 

held. 

“Charlie. It’s so good to see you.” She held her arms wide, the way she used 

to all those years before, when she’d greeted the kids first thing in the morning 

and they would run to her with hugs and effusive greetings. 

Today, Charlie remained standing beside his dad, stiff and straight, like 

some sort of life-sized doll. 

“Vince.” She nodded at him, taking in the changes: the hair graying at the 

temples, the bags under his eyes, the lines around his mouth. It had been a long 

time. He hadn’t come to visit her in prison, not even on that painful visit from his 

wife, but then she hadn’t really expected he would.  

Now he focused his gaze on the painted wooden floor. 
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“My lawyer said you wanted to see me.” She flicked an uneasy glance 

toward the locker room. “I thought maybe we could go to McDonald’s. They 

have a play land.” She trailed off uncertainly. How old was Charlie now? He still 

looked four, just as the fed had said. It couldn’t be possible. Had his mind aged?  

“I don’t care for McDonald’s,” Charlie said, in the same high, sweet voice 

she remembered, but with the language of an older child. “If you don’t mind, I’d 

like to show you the locker room.” 

She felt lightheaded, and looked around for something to sit on, but of 

course there was nothing. She settled for the floor, her legs weakening before she 

realized she’d made the decision. 

Charlie’s face twisted into what might have once been a smile. “You’re not 

scared, are you?” 

Vince spoke for the first time. “Whatever you want, buddy. Whatever you 

want.” 

She suspected this might be the mantra for the rest of his life, having been 

given this miracle of a second chance. Whatever Charlie wanted. Still, she owed 

him that much, didn’t she? He had survived. And now he wanted this one small 

thing from her. That was all that mattered. 

“Okay. Let’s go.” She got to her feet, reached for the rusted door handle, 

and pulled it open.  

“Charlie?” 

The rooms swallowed her voice, stripping her authority and leaving her alone and 

small. Though they called it the locker room, it was actually two large rooms with a small 

alcove in between. The first was used for equipment storage, the lockers long since 

scavenged and replaced with wooden shelves stacked with tumbling mats, badminton 

rackets, baseball mitts, a volleyball net, and a multi-colored parachute. Aside from this 

crap, it was empty. 

She rubbed her arms and gritted her teeth, trying not to think about the vermin that 

nested here. 

The small, dark space to her right had been the washroom. Now, it held the base of a 

broken toilet and a porcelain sink, its bowl stained the copper color of dried blood. The 

frame of an old mirror still clung to the wall, the glass long ago shattered and removed. 

She spared barely a glance in the room, just enough to convince herself he wasn’t there. 

In five years of working here, she’d never set foot in it, and she didn’t want to break the 

streak now. 

If he was here at all, he had to be in the second room, which had been the shower 

room back when this was the first school building in town. Twin metal posts still rose out 

of cracked tiles, the rusted showerheads pointing ineffectually towards missing floor 

drains. A broken trampoline leaned up against one wall, while wheel-less tricycles 

crowded another. Now it was the dumping ground for anything deemed unsafe or beyond 

repair. This was where the old toys went to die. 
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If anything, it was worse than she’d remembered. The space seemed more 

congested, the light dimmer. Had he really hidden in here for five years? 

She stared down at his slick blond head and tried not to imagine him 

pounding at the door and screaming to be let out. 

“I heard you calling me,” Charlie said, tipping his head back, his little face 

solemn.  

So different from the smiling boy she remembered. Now, he looked hunted. 

Haunted. 

“Please come out, Charlie. Your friends went back to the room for snack. Aren’t you 

hungry?” 

 “You sounded worried.” 

“I was worried.” She tried to smile at him, but the coldness in his eyes 

melted it before it reached her lips. Her gaze darted to Vince.  

“That’s not true,” Charlie said. 

Something in his voice turned her blood cold. He was standing much too 

close, and the smell of bubblegum on his breath mixed with the mildew on the 

walls and made her dizzy. 

“Why would you say that?” she whispered, her voice so high-pitched she 

barely recognized it. 

Linda moved to the far corner of the room, which lay in shadows. A pile of nap mats 

lay scattered on the floor, the corners chewed, the stuffing scattered across the floor. She 

could just make out a thatch of blond hair poking up from the pile. 

 “Because I knew your secret. I knew what you were doing at my house 

with Daddy when Mommy was gone. When you sent me out to play hide and 

seek.” 

“This isn’t hide and seek, Charlie.” 

She moved to the mat and yanked it aside, revealing a naked doll with rigid plastic 

limbs. Her teeth and eyes had been blacked out with marker, and her arms bore the scars 

of at least a dozen unnecessary surgical procedures.  

She fanned her face to cool it. “Don’t be silly, Charlie. It was just a game.” 

She thought about kneeling down, but found she couldn’t bring herself to look 

into his dark, empty eyes. 

“I hid in the backyard. I was out there by myself for so long. You never 

came to find me.” 

“That’s because you were such a good hider.” The words were flat: a lie 

even to her own ears.  

Vince remained silent, a robot standing beside them, his hand clamped on 

Charlie’s shoulder as if afraid to let go. Or maybe he couldn’t. 

 “This isn’t hide and seek either, Linda. It’s justice.” 

Charlie slipped from beneath his dad’s grip and darted across the floor, his 

tiny foot kicking at the mop bucket as he raced past. 
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She backed away from the lifeless doll and ran for the door as the wheels of the mop 

bucket squealed in protest and the door swung shut.  

No! Her mouth formed the words that wouldn’t come. Don’t leave me here! 

 She shoved at Vince, her feet sliding on the moldy concrete floor. As she fell 

to her knees, the door slammed shut on Charlie’s grinning face. 

 

 

The guests were quiet, perhaps struck dumb by the sleepy effect of the fire 

and the brandy, though most of their glasses sat untouched on the low table in 

front of them.  

“Quite a story, Chaz. You are one twisted individual. What the hell goes on 

in the head of yours?” his friend asked. “Never mind. I’m sure I don’t want to 

know.” 

“So what happened to them?” One of the women finally posed the question, 

her eyes bright in her flushed face.  

Charlie didn’t answer, just swirled his brandy and stared into the dying fire. 

Finally the elder Mrs. Spector rose and hobbled from the room, her tear-stained, 

hollowed cheeks seeming to signal the end of the dinner party. 
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Phyllis discovered the trunk in the recesses of the basement beneath a 

moldering heap of meander-patterned throw rugs. It brimmed with conch, 

cockle, and scallop shells, desiccated starfish, sea gorgons, and sea fans. Beneath 

this sundry was a spyglass. She extended its brass tube, then burnished it with 

her sleeve, and after wiping the salty dust off the lens and eyepiece, carried it 

upstairs to her bedroom. 

It was a brilliant autumn morning. At dawn Phyllis had watched her father 

leave to tend his flock. He was passing over mountain’s summit—to the land 

where his flock roamed—when she heard the unseen children. Phyllis knew, but 

did not understand why she knew, that they were waiting for the school bus. She 

envisioned the children; she imagined them as permutations of herself and her 

father: some had black skin and blue eyes; others had blue skin and black eyes…. 

She tried to envision the school bus; she imagined it as a yak—her father 

encountered yaks while tending his flock—it was hollowed out. It remained 

hollow until the children crawled inside, which made it smile. 

Phyllis recalled the voices of the unseen children as she raised the spyglass 

to her eye and gazed out of her bedroom window. Gold and crimson leaves 

encompassed her field-of-view. Each was like a triumphant banner, an 

oriflamme, fluttering proudly, hailing the season. She focused the spyglass on a 

tree in a fiery stand at the base of the mountain. It was not a cardboard cutout: it 

was turgid and real, with insects and spiders creeping in its bark. 

There was a dilapidated barn midway to the mountain; Phyllis gazed upon 

the ornament, a weathercock, atop the apex of its roof. The weather-worn, well-

patinaed cock rotated on its axis, pointing into the direction of the breeze. Phyllis 

followed the invisible trace extending from weathercock’s beak that led to a 

whitewash cottage on the mountainside; she had seen it before, unmagnified; she 

had thought it was a blemish. There was an elderly man outside of the cottage. 
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He held clippers. Near a walkway was a bush with floppy leaves. Its leaves 

reminded her of the ears of a creature her father had described to her, the 

elephant; he sometimes saw elephants when he was tending his flock. She named 

the bush the ‘elephant bush’.  

The elderly man approached the bush, clippers extended. He began 

trimming off wayward stems. Phyllis watched in horror: she imagined the stems 

were tiny necks.... 

The elderly man picked a ladder off of the ground, stood it by the bush and 

ascended. He extended his clippers toward a salient upright stem. Phyllis 

imagined the elephant bush was reaching skyward to some great, rescuing hand. 

She thought the man was cruel for denying the bush mercy. She wished that he 

would cease his cruelty; cease it eternally. 

An apoplectic expression came upon the elderly man’s face. He dropped the 

clippers, winced painfully, and fell. He writhed briefly then became still. 

Phyllis waited breathlessly, assuming the man would awaken, stand, and 

resume his attack on the bush. Instead Phyllis watched as an ambulance arrived 

(she thought it was a yak with flashing red lights). A woman and man in white 

placed the elderly man inside its hollow. She saw all the leaves drift to the 

ground only to be buried by snow, which, in turn, was broached by crocuses, 

before melting. During this time she spied incessantly on the weathercock—she 

thought it was a fateful bird—as it spun into the temporal wind. Phyllis never 

dared to follow its invisible trace and believed she knew its secret: the cock 

transformed living things into salty husks and shells, like those in the trunk. 

It was during the time of crocuses when Phyllis’ father appeared in the 

vestibule on a fulgent morning. Phyllis smiled, but her façade wavered as she 

approached him. 

“What troubles you, Phyllis?”  

“Nothing... really,” Phyllis replied, looking upon her father. He appeared 

distinguished: a hood draped over his stately head, shadows accentuating his 

strong, angular features. His cloak seemed radiant with dew, and he held his 

staff upright and proud. 

“Really, Phyllis?”   

“Well, something actually—I found your spyglass. I’m sorry.” 

“That is fine. I knew you would find it eventually. What did you see?” 

“I saw falling leaves; they were burning bright—like banners of the great 

dynasties you told me about....” 

“Ah….” 

“And I saw the ornament on the barn—a green-gray bird—” 

“The weathercock; it is used by mankind to tell the direction of the ever-

changing wind.” 

“It is a vile, evil bird!” 
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“Vile and evil?” 

“It pointed its beak at an old man—I didn’t like him because he was hurting 

a bush—the bird made him fall and not breath and....” 

Phyllis’ father sighed and a grave expression came over his face, followed 

by a barely perceptible grin. “Oh, dear Phyllis, it was not the weathercock that 

took the breath from Sherman Randall McAllistar, born of Wilbur and 

Hildegard—”   

“—You knew him, father?” 

“I know all of my flock.” 

“Your flock?” 

“It is time you learn of the nature of our family—of yourself!” Phyllis’ father 

said. As an athlete palms a ball, he grasped his face with his free hand and 

removed it. 

Phyllis looked at her father, finally seeing him in his true glory: the flesh of 

his face replaced by a skull; his pale hands replaced by bony digits, digits that 

held a scythe.  

“Take great care when you gaze unto men, Phyllis,” he said, leaving the 

vestibule. 

 

Phyllis imagined, imagined the unseen children whose shouts she heard on 

autumn mornings as they waited for the school bus. She now saw them as they 

were; she now knew their names. And she knew someday she would meet them 

all.    
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To the best of his knowledge, Michael Jones was the first to see the creature. 

And also the last. And also the only person in Dulaney who never wanted it 

dead.  

The first time he saw it, Michael was down at the reservoir at night, just 

looking at all the boats. The way they bobbed always calmed him down and 

calming was exactly what he needed since he'd just gotten fired from the grocery 

store for being drunk and supposedly telling a customer that the way her facial 

features settled made her look like a murderer.  

He was thinking about the stars hanging above the reservoir, how they were 

very near that night.   

Michael had been drinking out of his silver metal flask and reflecting on if 

he wanted to liberate one of the boats and take it out for a spin, deciding which 

boat he would take if he did take one, which owners were the least likely to lose 

their minds if they happened to find out about Michael taking their boat for a 

spin. He never did finish deciding. Because in the middle of his mental process, 

while Michael was still dangling his feet out over the water and going between 

taking sips out of his flask, noticing the nearness of the stars and eyeing the 

boats, the creature crept out from under the dock and walked the wooden length 

down to where Michael sat swinging his feet.  

 Michael heard the footsteps and turned to look, thinking it might be a 

friend—specifically Pierce Fisher—coming to peel him off the dock and drag him 

home and instead saw the creature coming toward him, walking upright and 

looking like it thought it belonged there as much as any human might. At first, it 

looked like a naked kid, since it was only three feet tall. And then it looked like a 

small, naked man, like a dwarf, and then up close, the creature looked like a 

creature.  

 It had thick, matted and dreadlocking in places, blond hair everywhere, 

except for on its extremely human-like face, which was unlined and innocent like 

a kid's. It had a wet smell and was in fact dripping right there on the dock. Its 

limbs were short and powerful and its hands and feet were human-shaped, but 

the fingers seemed stuck in a c-shape, possibly even grown together. The nails 
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were dirty and untrimmed, curling and sharp at the tips. The creature looked at 

Michael with an expression of total calm that made Michael feel uneasy because 

it gave the impression that the creature was in control of the situation and 

therefore Michael was probably not.  

 Michael assumed the creature wanted to attack him. But then it just stood 

there about five feet away and started with this whimpery noise like a kicked 

dog might make and Michael realized that it needed something. He wasn't about 

to get closer to check and see if it was hurt so he took the squashed ham 

sandwich that he didn't eat for lunch out of his back pocket and threw it on the 

dock. It was probably disgusting—hot from being in Michael's pocket all day—

but the creature fell on it like the sandwich might escape and ate it in about three 

bites, plastic baggy and all, revealing in the process some very serious teeth.  

The creature followed Michael part of the way home that night like a street 

cat does if you pet it but stopped and turned back to the reservoir once Michael 

cleared the big hill. Michael bolted his front door (really his mom's front door) 

extra deliberately that night. 

He didn't tell anyone about the incident and even mostly convinced himself 

that he'd imagined the whole thing or been confused and any time the memory 

flared up in his mind he squashed it down like a spider that just keeps 

reappearing somehow. By the time a week had passed, he could picture the 

scenario exactly as it had been but with a stray dog in place of the creature and 

that satisfied him for a while.    

 If anyone had asked, Michael would have denied that he went back down 

to the dock to see about the creature. He probably would have told anyone who 

asked that he just happened to end up down on the dock again, alone and at 

night, roughly at the same time a week later. Again with the silver flask and 

again with a snack in his pocket (chips), this time with heightened attention to 

the sounds of the boats creaking and the reservoir's water lapping rhythmically. 

Listening intently for any irregular sound, although he thought that was just his 

usual cautious behavior ingrained from so many years of doing things he didn't 

want to be caught doing.   

 But when he heard footsteps he felt a sinking feeling before he even turned 

around, knowing this time that it wasn't just a friend coming to peel him off the 

dock. The creature approached more quickly this time, like it remembered him 

and expected friendliness. It even had an expression on its face that could be 

characterized as a shy smile if its face had been technically human. Michael kind 

of wanted to hit it. Just for existing, really. And for awakening a sense of 

obligation inside him, a feeling that he owed it something since it seemed to 

expect something of him. And for making him feel like he actually wanted to 

take care of it, too, the pathetic thing.  
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He opened the packet of chips, which took some doing since the bag was 

overfull of air and kind of slippery in drunk Michael's fingers. He ended up 

tearing it with his teeth and making the chips pop out like so many jacks-in-the-

box and land on the dock all spread out. The creature got on hands and knees 

and ate them all up, its tongue looking just exactly like a human tongue, 

although it didn't seem to know what the deal with chips was and had trouble 

maneuvering them with its serious teeth and little chip pieces sprayed out of its 

mouth and back onto the wood of the dock or even out into the reservoir's dark 

water.  

Michael thought the whole scene was both pretty repulsive and weirdly 

endearing. Endearing because the creature looked up at Michael when all the 

chips were gone with a look of perfect love and devotion that Michael had never 

seen directed at him before from an even vaguely human face.  

He patted the thing on its damp head, just two quick pats, before he zipped 

up his jacket and made sure there was still no one looking and hustled off, 

making shooing motions when the creature tried to follow, motions that were 

supposed to be stern but ended up being almost affectionate, it struck Michael 

later.  

 Michael had never been a person who keeps secrets well. He had always 

been a person who couldn't keep the messiness of his life a secret, a person who 

everyone knew was chronically defeating himself in stupid and totally avoidable 

ways. Everyone in town knew this and had known it since his middle school 

years when he just couldn't stop mouthing off, saying stuff that wasn't even 

particularly funny or thought-provoking, just always the kid who says, well I 

don't need to do anything, when the teachers tried to tell him he needed to do his 

homework. Never particularly good at sports or any other extracurriculars 

besides a kind of not very fun, jaded-at-sixteen substance abuse down at the 

reservoir starting in high school, he never had all that many friends and the ones 

he did have just seemed to throw up their hands about him eventually in a well-

that's-Michael-for-you-he-sucks kind of way.  

Pierce Fisher looked out for him, peeled Michael off docks or wherever he 

ended up, but Michael always assumed Pierce probably wouldn't have chosen 

Michael as his friend if it hadn't just worked out that way after years of both of 

them never having much of anyone else, not even really family in Michael's case. 

And none of that, none of the embarrassing loneliness or difficulty at home 

or substance abuse had ever been a secret. But Michael found himself more than 

capable of keeping the creature a secret at first. Partially because he knew the 

whole thing would make him sound insane and also sound somehow lonelier 

than ever, especially if people assumed he was imagining it or making it up. 

Because what kind of person makes up an undiscovered species to hang out 

with. But also because he thought if someone believed him the creature might be 
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placed in more capable hands and direct its looks of perfect love and devotion 

toward someone else. This fear, that he might lose the creature's affection right 

when he was starting to feel for the first time like he could support affection 

without messing it up, was a feeling that Michael did not want to probe into too 

deeply.  

 It was probably two to two and a half weeks after Michael saw the creature 

the second time that he heard about the Comstock twins and their constant 

companion Jackson Fisher (Pierce's much younger brother) encountering 

something that sounded like the creature.  

The kids said they were out at the middle school playground "just playing" 

when they heard a kind of scraping noise behind the dumpster. But not like the 

kind of scraping noise that comes from a branch on a window or a bag being 

blown across asphalt. Like an irregular but deliberate scraping noise like 

someone trying to get at something with a big stick or something.  

So they had to investigate, being already at thirteen the kind of kids who 

take pride in being tough and not afraid of scraping noises. Aaron Comstock 

took the lead, followed by Jackson and then Amy. Aaron carried a stick as a 

weapon, just in case whatever was behind the dumpster also had a stick or 

another weapon, but still, when he saw the hunched and supposedly teeth-

bearing creature, Aaron jumped to the side, exposing his friend Jackson to the 

creature's dirty claws, which tore three separate, ragged gashes in Jackson's right 

forearm, the arm that he had raised just in time to protect his face.  

And then the creature booked, leaving all three kids just staring at the blood 

beading on Jackson's arm. 

It took the story a couple days to get around because Jackson really was a 

stoic little kid and he covered the marks as soon as he got home with one of 

Pierce's ace bandages and wore long sleeves to hide the bandage, not wanting to 

get in trouble for sneaking out. He also claimed to have felt no symptoms, no 

feverishness or lightheadedness or even excessive pain or itching in the area 

before he fainted in the grocery store right next to his mom while she was trying 

to decide which snacks to buy.  

His mom screamed and caught his head so he wouldn't smash it on the cold 

tile floor. And then she called 911 and later, after she got the whole story, 

everyone she could think of who might care because she was so upset about an 

unidentified Thing scratching children that she was willing to sound potentially 

alarmist and insane because people needed to know and something needed to be 

done.  

So by the time Michael Jones heard the story, from Pierce at the Eagle Crest 

over a couple beers, already there was talk of action needing to be taken. Of 

hunting parties.  
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Michael, trying to ignore his thumping heart, thought about how he would 

react if he had no stake in the story aside from a loyalty to Pierce and his family 

because of Pierce being there for him throughout the years and all that.  

But still, he found himself saying, "But they cornered it. You know?" 

 "What?" Pierce said. 

"I mean, if it was behind the dumpster there was no place for it to go 

without fighting." 

"What?" 

"I'm just saying if it maybe didn't even want to scratch anyone, it kind of 

had to since it was in a corner."  

 "Dude," Pierce's eyes were red-rimmed and Michael tried not to look at 

them. "It's like an unidentified monster. Like, not an animal anyone's ever seen." 

 "I mean, yeah, we should find it. I'm just saying, what if—" 

 "What if nothing, dude." Pierce, usually so passive and timid it was 

annoying, clutched his drink so hard he was white-knuckled, which is how 

Michael knew without a doubt his creature was in definite trouble.  

 Michael knew there would be no mention of maybe moving the creature 

somewhere else or studying it or anything like that. Dulaney (pronounced with a 

short u sound in the first syllable) was not exactly a scientific community. More 

like a loosely religious one, like a do whatever on Saturday, come to church 

Sunday and you'll be mostly alright kind of place. A town where people take 

care of their own and ask neighbors for help only if they have to, where gossip is 

rampant but the prying eyes of outsiders are never welcome, where no one likes 

to be told what to do by any kind of larger authority. The kind of place that 

doesn't look like much but everyone who lives there was born there and 

wouldn't live anywhere else for all the money in the world, even if jobs are scarce 

and the kids' idea of fun is still throwing rocks into the reservoir and watching 

them sink. The kind of place that's there because the people who live there work 

so hard to keep it there and keep it exactly the way it is, with no unnecessary 

frills, and are alive to and deal with any kind of threat that comes knocking, 

whether it be drought or storms or the gaping maw of urban expansion. Or 

Things scratching children.  

So people finding out about the creature meant a death sentence, no two 

ways about it.  

Michael snuck out to the docks that night, the night he heard about the 

scratch, checking over his shoulders so much more than he usually did that he 

started muttering angrily at himself about it because every time he checked over 

his shoulder he got more anxious but he just couldn't stop. He gave the creature 

a little of his mom's homemade tuna casserole that night, which he'd brought 

wrapped up in Saran in a paper bag and he found himself wanting to explain to 

the creature, which he let sit right up close to him, what was happening. Just like 
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a person wants desperately to explain to a dog why it has to go to the vet or why 

it can't have any more scraps from the table, if it's already a really fat dog. Or 

explain to a little kid why playtime is over. Instead he just stroked its shoulders a 

little bit and snuck off like usual, not even having to shoo the creature because it 

knew the drill by then.  

Colored pieces of paper started appearing on lampposts, colored pieces of 

paper describing the creature, descriptions that weren't exactly right since the 

kids had exaggerated a little but close enough to agitate Michael's already acting 

up heart. Sometimes there were drawings. Michael tore the pieces of paper down 

whenever he could, whenever no one was looking. Over the next week his 

rendezvous with the creature become more furtive and painful, Michael thinking 

he probably should just stop going because maybe then the creature would find 

some greener pastures and be safe but also feeling so unwilling to abandon it 

since it loved him so much and asked so little of him.  

 Michael was hoping the fuss would die down if nothing else happened. But 

instead people started patrolling the streets at night. And in spite of those 

patrols, the creature supposedly got spotted again by an unsuspecting and 

innocent person—the attention-hungry Widow Francis Harris. In Michael's 

humble opinion her story was a complete lie but it was just what everyone else 

wanted to hear so they believed it. She said she heard a noise outside her 

bedroom window where the trashcans are. She said she assumed it was a 

squirrel or a raccoon but it was making so much noise and keeping her awake 

that she just had to scare it off so she could get some much needed shut-eye, 

since the back surgery that had been such a trial, as everyone knew. So she 

stepped onto his porch with the broom, expecting a rodent, obviously, to see a 

creature perched on top of his trashcans, hissing at her. She said she didn't do a 

single thing to provoke it and the thing just leapt at her like it was rabid or 

something. She said she was fortunate to not have scratched-off face, fortunate 

that she had been able to fight it off with just a measly broom.  

That did not sit well with anybody. Old women and kids, as far as everyone 

was concerned, were top priority as far as protecting went. It just wasn't right. 

Michael saw the creature that night, the night of the alleged episode with 

the Widow Francis Harris before he even knew the story and it was shaking 

uncontrollably, like it had been hurt. Michael checked its hands and feet, noticing 

the slight webbing between digits for the first time, just to make sure it didn't 

have a thorn somewhere and he couldn't find anything, and couldn't stop it from 

shaking and felt so terrible and powerless that when the creature dove into the 

reservoir and disappeared bluely into the depths, Michael kicked and punched at 

nothing, having nothing available to kick or punch at.  

And then with the rumors about how Jackson might lose the arm, which 

was starting to look actually gangrenous in places. And Pierce's pressed-
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together-so-hard-they-were-bloodless lips every night at the Eagle Crest. And 

Michael knocking them back double time to cope with the stress and anxiety.  

This is how Michael made a very bad mistake: up until he opened his 

mouth, everyone assumed the creature came from somewhere out in the fields. 

There was no reason to even consider the reservoir because as far as anyone 

knew, nothing lived in there but bacteria and the trout that had been stocked in 

there ages back for fishing. But then Michael got drunk and he must've said some 

stuff he would never be able to remember clearly to Pierce about something 

being down at the docks. Or at least he must've mentioned the docks enough 

times that Pierce just had a hunch. Who knew. Pierce never said but somehow he 

knew enough to go down there. 

And somehow, Michael got drunk one night beyond his budget, as in 

someone was buying his drinks, and he blacked out and woke up in his bed not 

having made it to the docks and the next day Pierce showed up with angry-

looking scratches on his face and a story about a knife altercation with a fucking 

monster. And details about it slithering out of the water onto the dock and 

literally charging him like some kind of bull. And enough passion to rouse 

anyone to get their gun and be at the docks as soon as it got dark. 

Michael stared down at his beer with this buzzing feeling in his head and 

difficulty breathing, not having the gumption to get anywhere close to meeting 

Pierce's eye.          

 After that there were men and some women with guns at the docks at all 

times and Pierce wasn't talking to Michael, which did not bode well and let 

Michael know without a doubt that he had to find the creature before anyone 

else did.  

It took Michael a lot of nights, maybe four or five of patrolling the barren 

reservoir beach way to the south, sweating and muttering to himself and getting 

close to actual tears more than once, before the creature emerged, like it had been 

looking for Michael the entire time. It had cuts all over its body, some of them 

looking swollen and like very bad news, blood crusted into its fur. It dragged 

itself out of the water and did not raise itself up on two feet and did not accept 

the two freshly made sandwiches Michael offered. It looked at Michael like it 

barely recognized him and did not love him at all and then it bared its teeth, 

which Michael could see had blood on them. And Michael noticed and wished 

he hadn't that it had this torn pink fabric stuck to one claw, the kind of soft pink 

color that little girls' clothes are made of, a piece of fabric that could have meant 

nothing but gave Michael a weird, guilty feeling.  

All that, in a way, made it easier for Michael to take out his late father's .38 

when the creature got close and place it gently to the creature's forehead and pull 

the trigger, rocking the creature's head back and spilling its brain-blood all over 

Michael's lap.  
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It was not easy to drag the creature's body back into the water, not because 

it was heavy, because it wasn't, but because Michael felt so empty that even 

moving felt like it wasn't worth it.  

He watched its body sink blurrily and he told himself that what did he think 

he was doing, trying to take care of something anyway, when he had never taken 

care of anything right in his whole entire life. 

Michael had to do the long walk from the south end of the reservoir back to 

the north east end, all the time thinking about how he had never been able to be 

good to anyone or anything in his life, about how he was probably born that 

way, like how a leech is born to suck blood out of other things and just hang 

there fat and swollen until someone gets wise and peels it off. And when he got 

home he got blackout about it and didn't wake up the next day until three p.m. 

and found blood still all over his clothes and didn't stop throwing up until seven 

p.m., when he finally crawled out of his house and sunk his clothes in a 

pillowcase loaded with bricks and the gun into the reservoir.  

And then he was drunker than ever for three months—three months in 

which Michael's one distinct memory is of Pierce screaming in his face about 

Jackson losing the arm after all—and the next thing he knew he was waking up 

halfway down the dock with a view of the calm, still reservoir in the early, early 

morning, with a few pale stars receding in the daylight above him and hearing 

footsteps behind him, footsteps he thought for a second had to somehow be the 

creature but ended up being Pierce, unbelievably, coming to peel him off the 

dock one more time.   
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It levitates  

(like him?) 

quite still 

under vaults  

over an erstwhile place 

made more sacred  

 

under tons 

of cruciform dedication  

properly oriented  

to sunrise, sunset.   

 

There is no attempt  

to correspond  

to our notions  

of symmetry 

in the angle  

of flotation.   

 

The figure itself  

can be placed.   
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The nails  

have multiplied  

frighteningly  

so many  

and they point in.   

 

How does  

his presence  

mark the absent Thomas?   

How call him back?  

How etch him out  

below that hovering?   

 

The link  

is cobwebby  

virtual  

in that Thomas's  

blood is seen  

as answering  

to Jesus's.   

 

Both have dried.   

One a red-written name  

under three truncated  

swords eaten  

by their culpability.   

 

The other still  

painted, mosaicked,  

embroidered,  

remembered  

obsessively  

almost salaciously  

but long since  

left unpreserved.   
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Both are bodiless since.  

Thomas shattered  

by the brute violence  

of his turning out –  

démise du tombeau –  

the burning of his bones  

the vacating  

of criminality  

by criminality   

 

Jesus (by legend)  

left hanging  

awaiting  

a theoretical  

and altogether vague  

return.   

Rebodied?  Maybe not.   

 

But here, now,  

left a sketch  

bloodless  

fleshless  

a mere  

nerve network  

 

suspended  

like aspirin in water  

and too immobile  

for orbit.   

 

The traditional sculptures – 

mises en tombeau –  

show the dead  

(for now) Jesus  

handled and half-lying  

jutting  

his nearest ones  

surrounding  

cradling  

enshrouding.   
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This one shows him  

shrouded  

sealed  

laid under the slab. 

Alone.   

 

He has yet to reach  

to push the stone  

to curl the fingers  

over the lips  

of that macabre basin.   

 

And we cannot 

trace a grimace  

in that cocked-back  

mesh of face.   
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The Pursuit of Love and Labor               
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"The reason we all live and work is that everybody wants to love and be loved. No 

matter how disaffected, fucked up. In our society it doesn't take much to capitalize on it. 

You just have to realize that when someone can't get it legit, they'll happily pay for a 

fake." 

  

This spins around my head. It's on the wind, like what I think my name 

might be, this thing that says my name is Jay, flying around in circles and 

winking at me. 

My good foot presses down on a man's chest. He makes gurgling noises, but 

I'm pretty sure it wasn't him doing the talking. It might have been me, or the 

memory of me. 

I shake my head, trying to knock loose the useless details. I need to focus on 

my beat, protecting my town, finding my girl. These cut-rate sociopaths who 

used to buy from me, now they're all out on the street just like the rest of us, 

hunting. We spend our days and nights running after vain dreams of career 

advancement, of love we chase under the delusion that mere effort can obtain it. 

We believe it because They tell us to, and our Lords know better than our 

experience. 

There's a huge pair of lips two feet ahead of me. They could belong to 

Goliath's wife. Artificially red, like electric red, they're painted on the side of a 

gutted building I seem to keep wandering back to. It's a corpse, like everything 

else in this neighborhood. You can picture how it died, struggling to breathe, 

choked out, but you try not to because remembering what the neighborhood 

used to be like makes you question whether things have to be this way. 

This was a sex shop, hence the lips. Movies and novelties, lingerie, toys, 

except what they mean by toys is mostly giant dildos, these monster 8 and 10-

inch cocks made of silicone and PVC, purple, black, and tan. Piles of them 

packed up in clear containers in the stockroom. 

I keep coming back here. I wander in circles, and every time I come back 

there are reminders, things that swing on the air as if you could reach up and 
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grab them. But you can't. 

Like my name. It's there but it isn't. 

I think it might be Jayce. 

The giant lips stand like beacons, parted slightly, whispering secrets there's 

no one around to listen to. 

Something says it's time to walk. So I walk. 

The buildings here have all grown up. This is just down the street from 

where I used to get Chinese all the time, on the other side of a hill where the 

houses were squat, happy little things. Now most have sprouted new floors, pale 

boards nailed together into networks of scaffolding, these Frankenstein additions 

stitched onto unassuming foundations. 

The real neighborhood is high up, now. Everything goes vertical. Those we 

call They don't like sideways things, so the architecture just keeps going upward, 

which makes it easier to look around as we walk the bottom. It makes the rest of 

us stare up all the time like we're trying to find God. 

There was a Baskin Robbins across the street. A copy center. A jeweler's next 

to that, and a Korean market. The market's the only thing along the strip still 

open, rows and rows of pink slabs wrapped in clear plastic film. The juices leak 

out onto the floor and leave the tile in a perpetual state of hazard. 

From here, the hill beside the ice cream shop almost looks like a mountain 

through the forest of structures. There are tall stations climbing either side of the 

black road that goes to the summit, to Grizzly Peak and Skyline. I can't 

remember the last time I went up, but what I'm after isn't there. It's down here, in 

the trenches, in the world. 

The loneliness is crippling. There used to be cars. 

Our neighborhood, with all this dirty urban splendor, sits cradled between 

the rolling giants of two hillsides. We've become little more than a trough in the 

middle, a hole for hog slop, eternally in the shadow of the things They've built. 

We're a city of detritus that covers where people used to live and work. Some of 

the parasitic structures are convincing, almost like buildings themselves, with 

straight sides and opaque squares that would be windows if you could see 

through them. 

And maybe someone can. Maybe They look down on us to laugh at the 

bruises on our knees as we grovel and beg our prayers. 

These facades—made to resemble offices, apartment complexes, liquor 

stores—they block out the sun, wires crossing over the streets between them. 

These wires, almost like string, stretching the way guts might stretch, and you'd 

be tempted to laugh if you could still remember your childhood. Imagine two 

shapeless silhouettes standing at either end of a line with empty cans of beans or 

corn, talking to each other through someone's still warm innards. Making those 

sounds They make like someone screaming under a thick pillow held over the 
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face. 

I look at the not-windows and something says, keep walking. 

Sure sure. Walk walk. 

I think my name but I can't. 

Clouds pass by, nobody sees the sun. 

The big painted lips shuffle and stumble past again as I go, and the wind 

whips around my head as it talks. 

"The thing about sex," it says, "is that while it isn't a substitute for love, they both 

pull a lot of the same strings. So somebody can be loveless, which sends em to us to 

satisfy the vacancy. And somebody can have love without sex, which sends em too. You 

know, like for the gratification, just the biology of it. Now sex without love, you'd think 

that would be the exception, because those people, they already know that just the one 

doesn't do you much good. But they'll surprise you. They'll keep coming anyway, piling 

it on and crossing their fingers." 

Love is everything. Love is God. Like life without it, my name doesn't do 

much good either. To have a name but not know it. 

God, I'm so lonely. 

I watch the buildings go past as I circle again and again the place I know 

love must be lurking. And I'm tired of walking, of my uneven legs. 

There's a shit motel here that's had a skyscraper constructed on top of it out 

of wood and rusty nails. Right next door, built on the street next to the sidewalk, 

is what looks like a New York brownstone made from bricks and jagged panels 

of pressboard. It turns the sidewalk into an alley, long, narrow, and without 

light. If you look up, the cables crisscross above, a few of them borne down by 

the weight of dismembered hands hanging at intervals. With varying bits of 

forearm, eyes sewn into the palms. 

This is how They see us. 

I think. 

My name. 

A rustling in the corner demands my attention, and I feel that excitement in 

the base of my skull. This could be her. Here I've been walking for days, for weeks, 

in a trance and humming her name (which I don't know either), and it's only this 

rustling that heralds her. Instead of the expected fanfare, the angels on high with 

trumpets and loud voices. 

An arm rolls out from behind a toppled trashcan, and I see her at last, just 

past the crest of a mound of garbage bags. She's on top of a man, some random 

guy, twisting herself around, working her arms and hips. This all looks like the 

cheap porn I'm so familiar with, the memories of so many naked bodies on the 

wind around my head again, but it's something else. I get closer and see the man 

coughing up blood that looks like cough syrup in the dark, bubbling this stuff up 

like oil from his throat. The woman twists a knife, leaning on it, so much that the 
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blade has vanished, the handle disappearing into his chest. 

Good girl, not taking any shit from these punks. She can defend herself. 

She looks over and there's recognition for just a second. For just a second I 

see this beautiful something in her eyes, and she rolls off her former predator 

into the side of the motel wall, all fear and reflexes. 

"Jesus God," she says. 

The names are vaguely familiar. 

"J-Jesus, you," she says, but I'm not Jesus. 

"J-j-j—" she says, and I just think: 

Jay. 

I think my name is Jay's Son, think I see it on the wind. 

She's up again, running down the alley before she's even gotten her arms to 

her sides, but she's heading the wrong way, deeper into the maze. I try to tell her 

to stop, but I can't talk. I'm winded. I'm panicking. 

Salvation whips around my head. Mine or hers, one at least is in question. 

There's a purgatory in here somewhere. 

The hands on the cables above us start to blossom, stretching their fingers 

out. The eyes sewn into the palms stare, cracked and dry, those eyes that never 

close, first from between fingers, then from the open sunbursts of hands spread 

wide. Under this canopy I see her, bright like a sign in a barroom window, lit and 

electric like the lips of Goliath's wife. Under our sky with no light, full of 

sunbursts. 

I begin to run, a stumbling kind of lightning strike. The holes in my head 

start to whistle and I can feel my jaw wagging because it's still unhinged. 

I want so badly to vomit. 

I wish I still had both my feet. 

She's slamming into walls in the maze of this alley as it twists and turns, 

then holding her hands up to protect herself from a net of severed genitals. She 

runs headlong into it, at full bore, and these aren't rubber ones, not PVC or 

silicone. The Things in the towers wrap them with ink for potency, use the bigger 

ones like catalysts when They speak strings of holy words, and I think of the 

silhouettes waving around tattooed meat while they chant into the wire-can 

telephones to each other. Magic wands made from flesh, wagging like dildos, 

black and white and brown all covered in scars. 

"Kid," the voice says to someone, and I don't know if it's a memory of me 

speaking or being spoken to. "Kid, just don't think too much while you're here. Not 

everyone finds it so depressing, but if you have a heart, man, it takes its toll. Watching 

people give up, roll over, walk down the low road because their legs hurt too much to 

walk uphill anymore. Nobody finds what they want here because that's the gimmick. A 

pornographer can't sell what people really want, because what people want—I mean 

what they really want—isn't shit you can buy." 
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I think my name is Jay's Sin. 

The woman trips and falls into another pile of garbage. She looks so 

helpless. So dirty. 

"Come here," I try to say, but it just comes out cmhnggrrr. "Let me help you, I 

love you," but it's just heehpuoo, ehuvghuu. My bottom jaw doesn't seem to want to 

meet the top. 

I think of Them talking, and wonder why they'd need tin cans when the air 

already reverberates with their choked proclamations. 

I go heavy on my knees next to her, and she screams. I want to comfort her. 

I want to tell her it's okay. The diseased thing the world was and is, how They 

turned it like sour milk, it's nothing to be afraid of. As a work-servant I have 

privilege. I know her. I understand. 

"Let me love you," I say, and the words fall like an empty burlap sack onto 

the concrete. 

I think, my name. 

Looking back to see if anyone's followed us, I see those lips, still shining 

electric red amid the dust. 

"Son," the voice says, "find something you really love to do and do it. This's a shit 

job, and you sure as hell shouldn't make a lifetime out of it. Don't just work for someone 

else pushing this crap. Take it from me, I been at this too long, and I guarantee you'll 

find better ways to spend your life than selling DVDs and rubber dicks." 

I think my name is Jason. 

I think this is the love I've been looking for. 

I try to turn her over, but I'm missing my right hand, the thing that's now 

just a stump sewn up, cauterized, turned to leather. My fist is probably strung up 

on a wire somewhere, watching me, my own body endlessly betraying itself to 

Them. 

The hand I have left is sometimes weak and arthritic, but I manage to get 

my love on her back with some effort, and she looks up at me. She resists. 

I want to tell her to look into my eyes. Everything's fine, just look into my 

eyes and see that I'm what They promised, you're what They promised me, the 

shapes in the towers, those char-black ivory gods that have vaulted Themselves 

above us. They told us we'd find love. 

She resists. 

If she'd only look. If I could only speak. 

The hook I carry is rusty and sharp, and it's in my hand. The girl's eyes have 

gone glassy, full of the merciful, narcotic peace that comes when you realize love 

is finally lost. That numbness when you can't cry anymore and end up falling 

asleep with a half-finished drink in your hand. 

I'm afraid things just aren't working out between us. 

The sound of dying love is the sound of meat, and juice gushes everywhere, 
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making me remember the old store, all the bodies forever gushing on videos, the 

sludge in the back booths where you had to mop up all day long after the 

customers. 

Despite what They told me, nothing seems to move in that unfeeling heart 

of hers. She reaches up her stumps to ward me off, but it's no good without 

hands, which are in my bag. Defense is just a reflex, I try to say. Go to sleep, 

sweet girl—and I hush her with a whisper from the nothing of my face. 

Another failed relationship. If only we'd learned how to communicate. 

All I have left again is my labor, the eternal constant, so I get up and get 

back to walking my beat. It's time to focus on the job at hand, and hope that next 

time the love might last a little longer. 

I look up and pray. Fingers curl back into palms as mud-strangled screams 

vibrate the sky. 

I look up and pray. Promises of love float by on the wind. 
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Of this poem, only the first two lines survive relatively intact. Though the 

author is unknown, later tradition has it that it may have been written by one 

Diplemeras of Amphortektondemos. This man, of whom little is known aside 

from military service which establishes his floruit as circa mid-nineteenth 

century, has been put forward as the possible author of the “Ode” on the basis of 

subject matter, though modern scholarship suggests any connection in this 

regard is tenuous at best. At worst, the assertion has been described as 

“completely spurious”, “a thoroughgoing fabrication”, and “utterly without 

merit” (McMillan, et al). The absence of any mention of the “Ode” in the classical 

corpus has led to the now widely held belief that its origin, shrouded in mystery 

though it may be, is not to be found in Greece or its colonies, and that the poet, 

whatever his place and time, may not even have spoken Greek as a first 

language. Others entertain the notion that the original version, the “ur-Ode” as it 

were, was composed in another language entirely, and only later translated into 

Greek. 

Because of its fragmentary nature, how or if the “Ode” is related to the more 

familiar Epinicean Odes of Pindar is impossible to ascertain with anything 

approaching certainty. While the “Ode” is without a doubt a celebration of 

athletic excellence, there is no indication of how or when it may have been 

performed. We cannot say definitively that it was strophic as opposed to stichic, 

though it seems reasonable, barring future evidence to the contrary, to do so. The 

presence of a guiding myth and the imparting of a moral message, both central to 

the work of Pindar, are completely absent from the “Ode” as we have it, which is 

not to say they would be altogether missing from the complete work.  

The English translation below, made by the present editor, is a literal 

rendering, and in no way attempts to preserve the original meter. The study of 

Greek prosody is, of course, an ivory tower cottage industry all its own, and 

while it is an interesting subject in, of, and for itself, it is also, unfortunately, 

beyond the purview of the present investigation, and indeed the scope of the 

editor's meager knowledge and understanding of the matter. Suffice to say, the 

first line is obviously dactylic. The four consecutive long syllables in line two, 

while troublesome to German philologists of the last century, and used by later 

scholars as an argument for non-Greek authorship, may be indicative of 

alternating lines of two and three feet, the second line tending to slow to a trot 
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the gallop of the first. It is also possible that it is the result of loosening metrical 

restrictions found in poetry being composed in the area, particularly to the south 

of Amphortektondemos, at the reputed time of the composition of the “Ode” (see 

Whitman; for evidence of this occurrence farther afield, see the persuasive, if 

sometimes cryptic, arguments of Dickinson, same volume). Such are the 

academic wilds through which one may at times wander, lost in a labyrinth of 

conflicting, though equally well-informed opinions masquerading as established 

fact. 

Though this is neither the time nor the place to expound on the principles of 

translation, and specifically the translation of poetry, a few remarks would seem 

to be in order. While this translation attempts to stay true to the literal meaning, 

there is nonetheless a natural inclination on the part of a translator, oftentimes an 

erstwhile poet himself, to attempt to make his translations come across as verse. 

As such, while no attempt is made at metrical conformity, either to the original 

meter or a substitution of my own choosing or invention, it is hoped that a sense 

of rhythm has been achieved, one that will impart to the reader at least some hint 

of that found in the words of this ancient poet, whoever he or she may have 

been. Here then, presented without further comment, are the words of that poet, 

followed by my own, admittedly inadequate, translation. 

 

 

ODETOIODIBE 

 

ODIBEODIBE 

OEINAIODIBE 

 

 

Ode to Odibe 

 

Odibe, Odibe, 

Oh to be Odibe! 
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I flicked open my pocket watch to glance at the time, though I was already 

certain of what the watch would tell me: 12:37, the minute that had lived a 

month. I felt a brief pang of guilt as I closed the brass watch again with a click, as 

I had been well-aware of the watch’s inability to tell the time for quite a while; it 

was akin to demanding an aged dog to preform an acrobatic trick that it was 

certain to fail at. Of course, unlike a dog, with any luck the watch would soon be 

remedied of whatever ailed it. 

I could’ve, however, picked a better time to try and treat it. Despite wearing 

a waterproof poncho, I could feel the rainwater’s cold tendrils wrap onto my 

skin, and the storm looked on the verge of spawning a funnel cloud: the swirling 

winds nearly hurled me to and fro, and I arrived at my destination shivering, 

damp, and disheveled.  

I walked into the repair shop, unfamiliar with what to expect and was 

almost instantly dazzled by an array of glinting lights: clocks of all shapes, 

values, and sizes lined the shop from wall to wall, all of them softly clicking in 

synchrony, dulling the storm outside with their regularity. What amazed me 

most, however, was how few of them were operating off of what I could 

recognize as clockwork; in one corner was a watch that must’ve come from a 

Salvador Dali nightmare, and behind that was a cylindrical tube filled with what 

appeared to be a variety of colored liquids, with small coins of metal hovering in 

the tints, listing all the hours from one to twelve. The shop was filled with a 

number of anomalous creations, yet, unbelievably, all of them were in perfect 

synch with each other. 

It was when I was poking at what appeared to be an edible cookie-like 

timepiece that I heard, behind me, someone clearing his throat. 

“Good afternoon,” said a timeworn voice. “I see you’ve found my more… 

eccentric works. If you wouldn’t mind, could you either stop touching that or 

purchase it? Someone may want to eat it later.” 

I retracted my hand from the time piece and turned to look at the owner. 

Before I could notice much more than a number of wrinkles, a luxurious beard, 

and a pair of mischievous yet kind eyes, my hand was swiftly clasped in vise-like 
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grip and flopped up and down like a piece of cloth in what I can only presume 

was a rough approximation to a handshake. While I, at the time, was completely 

bewildered at the apparent lack of bones in my forearm, the man continued to 

speak, apparently used to this sort of occurrence. 

“Welcome to my little shop. What brings you here? A new watch? A present 

for a family member? Perhaps a clock for the homestead?” 

He paused for a moment, cocking his head in a manner not unlike a highly 

inquisitive peacock. I took this lull in conversation as a cue to speak while I 

desperately tried reclaiming my hand from his grip; not only was his grasp 

absolutely astounding in its strength, but his skin was callused and as rough as 

sandpaper, to the point of his palm actually hooking onto mine. 

“I, uh, actually came for a repair. My dad’s old watch stopped working, you 

see….” 

The elderly man nodded understandingly for a moment. 

“I see,” he said, before holding his hands out. “If I may, I’d liked to see the 

damage before giving a price estimate.” 

The brass pocket watch exchanged hands swiftly, and the shop owner spent 

a few moments tapping the medallion-like timepiece every which way, even 

once bringing it up to his ear and drumming it gently with two fingers. His 

expression was business-like, cold and efficient, but every once in a while, while 

looking carefully at the face of the watch or while tapping the watch fob, his 

countenance would soften, and he would fondly regard the watch with an 

almost fatherly love. 

It was clearly with great reluctance that he held the watch aloft and away 

from his inspecting eye by the chain, swinging the piece back and forth like a 

pendulum. He rubbed the side of his head slowly for a few seconds with his free 

hand, then looked at me carefully. 

“I can offer you two choices: either I can give you any clock you want as an 

exchange for your dysfunctional one, or I can repair it for you for a modest sum. 

Which offer is more appealing to you?” 

I looked at him, momentarily startled, before asking “Any? You mean any 

watch that is of equal value, right? It has to be for another brass watch, not for 

some gold watch?” 

The Watchmaker looked at me for a moment and then wordlessly shook his 

head. 

I must admit, for a moment I was heavily tempted to simply select the 

biggest watch made of gold and simply leave the shop. Yes, the old brass watch 

was from my father, but money was quite a great lure: greedy voices in my head 

were quite persistent with their murmurings. Perhaps my father would’ve 

exchanged the watch for wealth, despite it having belonged to his father, and his 

father’s father, and so on; on a more reasonable level, a part of me tried to 
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rationalize the exchange as the start of an investment, that someday I could 

purchase the watch back, as it was a simple brass thing, hardly worth the small 

fortune being offered to me. 

I quickly spoke before I could accept an offer I would regret without fail. 

 “Just fix it, please.” 

The Watchmaker winked at me, deftly flicking the watch back into his palm. 

He walked behind his counter, plinked the watch down on a cushion, and began 

withdrawing various tools from a variety of nooks and crannies from around 

himself, even, at one point, withdrawing what appeared to be a small plier from 

his beard. Every item, some of which truly baffled me with their potential usage, 

was set on either side of the watch. 

He was well into this process of finding his tools when I remembered a 

rather important detail. 

“Excuse me…? What’s the price to repair it?” 

He glanced up at me from his arrangement with a slightly uninterested 

look, then looked back down and continued organizing. 

“I said it would be a modest sum. Does ‘monetarily free’ sound reasonable 

enough? You keep wringing your hand. Did you injure it in some way?” 

I looked down and found I was unconsciously massaging my still stinging 

hand; I am not jesting when I state the Watchmaker was uncharacteristically 

strong for his small frame, and his callused handshake had felt on the verge of 

skinning my palm. 

It was at that moment I realized there was some slight niggling issue that 

handshake, something that had been bothering me for a while but had simply 

failed to notice. 

“Is watchmaking hard work?” 

The watchmaker looked up at me, a hint of distaste coloring his words. 

“If it were simple work, there’d hardly be a need for watchmakers.” 

I quickly backpedaled, carefully noting that my watch was being repaired 

under his potentially ephemeral favor. 

“No, no, I mean, does making watches result in calluses and rough skin?” 

He cocked his head slightly then said, “Not normally. But when I was 

younger and more prone to direct intervention, I would go out and try to fulfill 

every step required for building, well, anything: my first project took me six days 

of continual work just to get functional, from the mining to the forging to the 

actual watchmaking, and there are some things I still found somewhat 

lamentable about it. It was good, yes, but perhaps if I hadn’t made everything so 

plain looking, people would’ve been more willing to see the magic under its 

surface….” 

He took a moment to sigh, still placing tools on either side my pocket watch; 

“Of course… the people I made it for loved it for all the wrong reasons.” He 
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began smiling at this point, and with a cheerful laugh, said, “But, of course, the 

new generations see things differently: what was once a chore has become a 

joy….” 

I nodded, slightly confused but glad he was no longer in a melancholy 

mood. 

“And that’s why you’re still a Watchmaker, right?” 

He looked at me like he had been knocked slightly off balance before crying 

aloud “No! That’s not the reason at all! I’m a Watchmaker because that’s what I 

am; a fish isn’t a fish because of its choice, no more than the sun chooses to give 

life because it chose to be a star.” 

I held up my hands in a slightly defensive manner; I hadn’t intended to 

insult him, and his fervor was starting to alarm me. 

“Sorry, sorry, I didn’t mean for it to sound that—” 

He cut me off and, looking at me with raised eyebrows, quietly asked, “Why 

did you want your watch repaired?” 

Feeling somewhat unsteady and uneasy after his outbursts, I answered in 

the most bland and widely acceptable manner possible in an attempt; my mind 

was racing against the clock to stifle anymore issues in the bud. 

“I, uh, wanted my father’s watch to be repaired.” 

“Of course, of course,” the Watchmaker countered, simultaneously 

beginning to fiddle around with the back of my watch’s brass covering. “But 

why would you pay for a repair when you simply have a memento of your 

father? Why repair it in the first place? After all, broken or otherwise, it’s still a 

gift from your father; it surely doesn’t matter if it is functional in these days, 

what with the advent of the cellphone and such. Why repair it?” 

Automatically, my mouth opened and gave a reply even as my brain tried 

to stop it. “Because broken things shouldn’t be broken—it’s just not how things 

should be.” 

And, much to my surprise, the Watchmaker smiled from ear to ear; at least, 

his beard shifted slightly and his voice was significantly more relaxed sounding. 

With facial hair like his, it was difficult to determine if the man ever frowned or 

grinned during any part of our entire exchange. However, considering that he 

was no longer shouting at me, I took this shift in mood as an improvement. 

“Funny thing about that! Universe’d disagree with you there. Supposedly, 

everything is going towards a state of absolute dissolution—very nihilistic, if you 

ask me, but that’s how folks say the whole clock is heading.” 

I was only half listening to him, simultaneously too concerned with what I 

was planning on eating for dinner as well as how a man with such a beard could 

eat without digesting a lethal amount of facial hair, but one of his words caught 

the edge of my consciousness and demanded to be noticed. 

“Clock?” 
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He halted his repair work and blinked rapidly, his eyes bearing an 

expression like a man who had been caught saying too much about a particular 

subject that ought not have even been mentioned. 

“Oh, er, yes. Clock. Work with things that go tick long enough, and 

eventually, the whole universe starts to seem like a clock. Or a watch. 

Everything’s very complicated, like with watches, lots of interconnecting parts 

and sprockets and such.” 

I smiled for a moment as a memory penetrated the shrouds of time; perhaps 

high school education had been useful for something besides an advanced 

edification in the fine art of identifying acceptable levels of laziness. “Oh, you 

mean like the Deists?” 

“They the philosopher types who thought God made the world and 

buggered off? Some of them were the founding fathers of the U.S.?” 

I nodded uncertainly before saying “I think so-- I mean, I think they 

believed that sort of thing.” 

“The watch-world analogy was from 1802. The founding fathers came 

before that. But I understand. It’s a funny old theory.” 

The watchmaker shook his head slowly, still working on my watch. There 

was a momentary lull in conversation before he chuckled for a moment and 

muttered, “Funny people too. Some of the later ones, after the watchmaker thing 

came up, thought the world was created like a clock. I can completely 

understand that, mind you, but then they followed up that line of thought with 

some nonsense about how, when he finished making the clock-world-universe-

thingamajig, the Almighty bumbled off elsewhere, his work completed.” 

He cleared his throat before continuing on his religiously inclined talk, 

clearly taking some enjoyment in discussing this absurdity with me. 

“Damn good reason why no Deist moonlighted as a clockmaker. Firstly, 

because most of them were too busy trying to claim a new nation, but secondly 

because it’d have thrown their entire belief of a ‘divine clockmaker’ right out the 

window. No clockmaker worth his salt would’ve simply discarded his first 

timepiece, even a novice that was through and through essentially an untrained 

laborer! It completely goes against the entire mentality of building a watch in the 

first place!” 

If I’d been a more clear-minded individual, perhaps I would’ve taken a 

moment to be vaguely insulted by his nigh sacrilegious undertones. But as the 

case was, I found myself simply despairing having gone into this repair shop in 

the first place: a clockmaker with a philosophical bent was trying to lure me into 

a conversation I found to be irksome in the best of times.  What sort of person 

pesters another into a religious discussion and expects it to end with anything 

but both parties loathing each other? I went with my general response, one I give 

to make people know I’d prefer the conversation to change. 
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“Nice weather we’re having,” I said, cheerfully lying with utter conviction. 

He looked at me, his eyebrow arched in what I now understand was 

amusement. “Indeed. As a matter of fact, could you be so kind as to open a 

window for me?” 

I froze for a moment. That was precisely the one response I hadn’t expected. 

My mind operating at peak efficiency, I quickly attempted to rescind my 

comment. 

“Oh, I was just jokin’—” 

“Oh, well, I wasn’t. Kindly open a window, please. I do enjoy some good 

weather.” 

I stood still for a moment, then sidled over to the window frame as if it were 

the gates to eternal suffering. I put my hand against the window for a moment, 

casually observing the sheer opaque blackness outside that obscured even the 

earth, then looked back at the Watchmaker. 

He didn’t even bother sparing me a glance, instead leaning over the watch 

as if it were his child. 

As I turned back to the window, I heard him say, “Do you hear that?” 

I paused for a moment and tried to identify something, anything really, that 

he was talking about. I spent at least a solid minute looking around, trying to 

find some imaginary sound in an attempt to milk some extra time before opening 

the window and letting the gloomy horridness outside flood the workshop. 

Eventually tired of this halfhearted ruse, I turned back to the Watchmaker and 

said him the only thing I could think of. 

“I’m hearing nothing…. What am I supposed to?” 

“Ah,” he said in an embarrassed tone, “Forgot you aren’t a Watchmaker. 

Anyway, I think I may have found the primary issue… if you wish to see….” 

He beckoned me over, and I, quite cheerful to not open the foreboding 

window, trudged over to the counter. 

The counter was literally covered in cogs and gears and bits of metal string, 

more material than I could’ve imagined fitting inside such a compact watch. 

Then I gazed at the watch itself, and found an even greater surprise: the watch 

was still filled to the brim with clockwork. I turned to the Watchmaker with a 

halfhearted grin. 

“So, uh, is all this other stuff,” I said, gesturing to the displayed bits of 

metal, “for replacing?” 

He shook his head as he tapped the interior of the watch with a small 

screwdriver. Even as I looked at where he was pointing, he shifted aside a gear 

and for a brief, alarming moment, I saw a slight glow radiate from even deeper 

within the watch. He met my alarmed expression with a measured one. 

“It’s funny,” he said in a tone that echoed in my head and caused the hairs 

on the back of my neck to rise, “how frequently people think there’s one issue 
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that corresponds to a problem and one benefactor for every benefit.  Turns out, 

lots of little issues culminate in big ones. Take oxygen for example: if it didn’t 

exist, dead bodies would last longer.” He scratched his head for a moment then 

added, “And there’d be more of them, but that’s not the point.” 

I looked at him for a moment, mouth agape, before I had the presence of 

mind to ask, “That’s hardly what I’d call a small issue, but what does that have to 

do with the glowy stuff in my watch?” 

“That was the interior of the face… must’ve caught the light,” he said 

smoothly, as if he had been rehearsing the line inside his head for some time. 

“But, well, that’s not the point. Point is, lots of things don’t seem important to the 

beholder but are vastly important in the scheme of things, including the 

beholder’s. Disrepair has accumulated, and your watch is vying against entropy 

for its continued existence.” 

I looked at him, slightly baffled by his sudden elevation in vocabulary, 

before he added, “Your watch is basically as old as the earth and about as liable 

to break.” 

“Uh, the earth isn’t about to break. And I know what entropy means.” 

He shrugged again, saying, “Depends on scale, really. And I never doubted 

that.” 

“Look,” I muttered, having felt too tired to deal with his strangeness, “Are 

you going to be able to fix it or not? Because you told me you could, but if you 

can’t, I’ll just take it to another place….” 

He inflated slightly, though with rage or pride or some combination of both 

I still don’t know. “I’ve yet to make a promise I cannot keep,” he said, turning 

back to the watch. “I’m simply saying, well, the watch is going to fall apart 

someday.” 

“Then I’ll just get it repaired again,” I said, my tiredness shifting to irritation 

as he spoke. 

He looked at me, an eyebrow raised slightly, before he said, “You don’t 

seem to realize what I mean by ‘fall apart’; I don’t mean something will break 

within it again. I mean it will literally, eventually, fall apart at the screws. Maybe 

not in your generation, mind, but someone down the line is going to have 

nothing. Law of the universe and what-not.” 

“To hell with the universe!” I said, with half a mind to slam my hand on the 

counter. If he kept dragging every discussion into some half-backed, pseudo-

philosophical one, I would’ve attempted to strangle him, even if my instincts 

cried otherwise. “If everything is going to disappear, then someone will find a 

way to make more stuff. Now kindly fix my damned watch.” 

He laughed merrily at this point and turned back to the watch. His work 

seemed fueled by some inner fire now, and bits of metal flew to and fro. “I must 

admit, I’ve heard that response so many times before, it stopped being boring 
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and has actually managed to reclaim some of its humor. I’ve been through a lot 

in my existence, but… ‘make more stuff’, eh? Funny attitude. Very idealistic and 

anthropocentric, with absolute gallons of hubris to fuel such a claim in the first 

place. I must admit, I’ve enjoyed your company quite a bit.” 

“Thank you?” I said, before I felt a change of pressure in my ears. I quickly 

glanced out the window to find the darkness had become less… whole, I 

suppose is the best word. The darkness was, at that point, more akin to the result 

of something obscuring light and less an entity in itself. It still looked dreadful 

outside, though. There was just something slightly off about the scene, however, 

and it was something I had managed to pick up right then and there. 

“Where is the sound?” 

I knew for a fact I hadn’t gone deaf; the clicking of the Watchmaker’s tools 

had been soft, yes, but they were as soft as they should’ve been. Likewise, the 

clocks around the workshop hadn’t ticked during our entire conversation; even 

then I knew there had been something strange occurring, particularly when the 

clocks all read the exact same time. 

 12:37. 

“You mean you finally notice it?” he asked, grinning so widely I could 

actually see his mouth buried behind the layers of beard. “I was beginning to 

wonder if you’d ever sense it. Shame, though, since I just finished with your 

watch.” 

He glanced once more at the watch lovingly, then held it out to me, the 

metal cover flipped so I could see the face of the clock. 

I looked down at the watch blankly for a few seconds before I said, in a 

strangled voice, “The watch still isn’t working….” 

I’d been there for what had felt like an hour or so, had seen the man 

tinkering with the interior of the watch, had just noticed some particularly 

abnormal stuff, had not been looking forward to the walk back home, and now, 

at the cusp of leaving this place behind, had found that the watch still wasn’t 

fixed.  

This, I clearly remember thinking, is utter bullshit. 

“Well,” the Watchmaker said cheerfully, “if nothing was capable of working 

at all, I’d have told you to scrap the thing, not robbed you of your time. Anyway, 

it just hasn’t been reunited with its tick yet; the watch just has to find the part of 

itself that was never broken in the first place.” 

“Next,” I said, glaring at him while reaching for my trinket, “you’ll be 

saying that the damned thing has a soul or something.” 

He looked at me, an eyebrow raised, before he chuckled and said, “I don’t 

see why not: you’re here, after all.” 

I was about to ask him what, exactly, he meant by that comment, but as my 

finger brushed against the brass of my watch, I was belted with several 
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sensations at once: the roar of the storm resumed to rattle the windows, the 

ticking of the store’s clocks clicked again in a merry metronome, and, most 

strangely, the watch’s face reflected my features flawlessly, despite the several 

scratches that adorned the old glass. 

The Watchmaker patted my shoulder before saying, “It’s time to go. I don’t 

like rushing you, but, well….” He consulted my watch quickly, evidently 

reading it upside-down, and in a clearly rushed tone said, “It’s best if you try to 

go straight home. Hurry, hurry….” And with that, he ushered me out of his shop 

and closed the door with a thundering crack—I felt utterly confused at that 

moment, but managed to get home with relative haste. 

The next day, still brimming with curiosity, I went back to that shop, 

determined to get some answers for his uncharacteristic briskness near the end of 

our time together; it made no sense to me, at the time, why he hadn’t simply told 

me why I had to leave. 

In the shop’s place was an empty lot. 

I stood there, simply staring at the debris for a few moments with what 

must’ve been a look of incomprehension before I returned back to my house to 

find either solace or self-medication. There was only so much absurdity I was 

willing to handle within a twenty-four hour period, and this moment of madness 

had been the final stitch in a tapestry of lunacy: to say I was having a hard time 

would’ve been an understatement. 

It was when I got to my house that I realized there was a circular package 

on my porch. I started unraveling the bundle, right there in the hallway, when a 

tick-tock warned me against any further unwrapping, at least in a location where 

I would be noticed loudly using expletives. I bundled the parcel under one of my 

armpits, opened the door with a free hand, flung all extraneous objects to the 

side (save for my pocket-watch), and started tearing away at the packaging 

ferociously. 

It was a clock. A clock-like cookie (or a cookie-like clock) that told the time 

exactly in tune with my watch to be precise. 

I picked at the paper that had covered it, trying to find out how this 

timepiece had found its way to me. I found, hidden in the folds of crumpled 

wrapping sheet, a small piece of paper with a different, rougher, texture. I 

opened it with trembling fingers; some great secret of the universe had to be held 

within. After all, with so many anomalies and so many obscure, nigh nonsensical 

events that occurred while I was near him, the Watchmaker owed me some 

answers, surely? Would my mind shatter with some great realization? Was the 

truth of the universe hidden, somehow, within this cookie/clock hybrid he had 

sent me? 

I flipped open the napkin and turned it in every direction, searching for 

some sort of message that wasn’t there. I suppose I could’ve been enraged, but, 
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strangely, I was feeling incomprehensibly happy at this development. There were 

a number of bizarre events that occurred during my visit with the Watchmaker, 

but this, this was just another abnormality in a day filled with them. Why should 

I have anticipated anything different? It had become, for all intents and 

purposes, expectable. 

I enjoyed my time, particularly the part with the chocolate chips. 
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I stopped the truck by a cracked sidewalk. The road slanted so that my truck 

leaned to one side. Typical construction failure. 

A man waited. These days he would be called a “young adult”. He had 

greying black hair, green eyes the color of summer grass before the sun sets it on 

fire, and a gun. He pointed it and opened the side door. 

“Where to?” I asked him. 

“Tin Grove. Aren’t you going to ask why?” 

I shrugged my shoulders. “Better buckle up; the cops are brutal with 

seatbelt laws.” 

He did as I said, fastening the seatbelt with his left hand. He was in a hurry. 

“Your truck smells like a fishing boat. Filled with rotting fish heads.” 

“It used to smell worse when it was a boat.”  

 For a moment, he understood. Comprehension hit those summer grass 

eyes. Then he snorted and jabbed the gun against my ear. 

“Very funny. Got a name, Grandpa?” 

 “I lost my name a long time ago.” I bowed my head in shame. “Now I am 

Ferry. I take people to where they die.”  

“Let me guess,” he drawled. “The system gave you a label and wanted to 

give you medication. Me too!” He withdrew the gun and offered his hand. 

“Shane Topy.  Half-Asian manic bipolar.” 

“Ferry. No last name. Dishonored truck driver.” 

“Oh, so you don’t know what you’re sick with. I’m guessing paranoid 

schizophrenia.” He looked out the window. “Better start the truck, Ferocious. 

Cops don’t like idlers.” 

I took out my rusty keys. The oldest, rustiest copper fang went into the 

ignition. My cat, in her basket in the backseat, purred along with the engine. She 

hissed when Shane tried to pet her. 

Forgive me, Chimera, I thought. Just another passenger. 
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Shane didn’t pull the gun on me again. He didn’t have to. I knew where Tin 

Grove was. I knew how his blood would spatter the sidewalk. That look in his 

eye would stay on when he fired into the crowd. Nothing would smack the look 

off his face, not even death.  

“So Ferry, you’ve heard of the cheerleaders?”  

“Who hasn’t?” Cheerleaders were the people who spoke against the 

mentally ill, who said they didn’t need government support to pay for 

medication.  

“God must be proud of them.” Shane sounded sarcastic. 

“God alone knows what He’s proud of,” I responded. Chimera purred, and 

perhaps my master heard as well. 

“You mean God’s not happy?”  

“He may be. Once, a god, not God, was displeased. A man had abandoned 

an assigned post, a very important post, and gave it to an idiot king.”  

“Why?” 

“The man was told that if he gave his oars to a random passenger, the 

victim would have to row.” I tried not to sound bitter. “Only the first man didn’t 

realize that the king was an idiot. The king also couldn’t row for beans. So the 

first man’s master punished him by giving him back the boat, permanently. The 

king was allowed to die and forget his trials.” 

Shane considered this. He fiddled with his gun’s chambers. 

“That poor guy,” he said. “He should have shot the master’s head off.”  

I found myself shivering at the thought.  

“Some mob’s going to be rallied around the Tin Grove City Hall, about 

funding for the nut jobs receiving free therapy. Mostly cheerleaders bringing 

their little girls out, brainwashing them.” He rolled the cylinder around and 

brought it to his head. He mimed banging it. “I’m going to do them a favor.” 

We drove in silence. The traffic lights had been cleaned so that each green 

signal gleamed like a hero’s lantern. I didn’t feel heroic, however. Shane did. 

“Why do they plague us?” he said. “Don’t they realize that we’re sick, that 

we need help? What’s it going to take? A few bullets?” 

“Slaughter, as did Ramses and Moses?” I murmured. The taste of blood 

filled my mouth.  

“Slaughter.” He nodded. “They need to see we’re dangerous. We won’t just 

lie quietly.” The gun clicked in his hand. 

 I knew the folly of his thought; the years had taught me. A body for a body, 

blood would spill, but minds wouldn’t change. Brains have that amazing quality; 

they’re as squishy as a kitchen sponge but less able to accept change.  Shane had 

the same spongy brain as the cheerleaders that he wanted to shoot. 

Why did I care? I was Ferry. My hair was long and greasy, and my eyes 

held the image of an ancient ocean filled with rotting plankton and parasites. I 
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drove people to where they would die, till they stank like the unwashed leather 

on the seats.  

Yet I pulled into a parking lot. It was next to a grocery store, one of those 

chains with a maple leaf icon.  

“What are you doing?”  

“Here.” I handed him the keys and lied. “You’re going to need a getaway 

vehicle.” 

“You’re serious?” He stared at the rusty keys like it was a trick. They left 

iron flecks on his hands. 

“I’m serious.”  

“Your van stinks.” 

“It’ll hide your trail.” I shrugged. “License plates, you know. Traced back to 

original owner.” 

He thought about this. I unbuckled the seatbelt and reached into the back 

for Chimera. She clawed but didn’t leap out of my arms.  

“Thanks, Ferry.”  

“Take care of the truck,” I said. 

He nodded, saluted me with the gun. Dust swirled around us in the grocery 

store lot.  

I had never really seen my truck from the outside. It was a dirty red color, 

like someone had mixed maroon paint and potting soil and splashed it over the 

fenders. The tires flattened against the road and set off.  

“You did the right thing,” someone said.  

I turned around. A man with a modern blonde haircut and a white tuxedo 

leaned against the grocery store entrance. His eyes, unlike mine, were calm 

droplets from the Mediterranean Sea.  

“I did?”  

“You did. Here, you must be thirsty.” He tossed me a can of soda. I opened 

the tab, first let Chimera drink some, and gulped half. Bubbles burned in my 

throat.  

“Thank you.” 

“You work for the Greek?” 

“Yeah. You?” 

“Holy Spirit.” He opened a glass bottle of lime pop and licked the metal cap. 

Some dripped on his tuxedo, but the green stains vanished as soon as they hit the 

collar.  

The truck’s sound died long after it had vanished, that familiar clunking of 

wheels, protesting to be let out onto foul water. I coughed my soda, thinking of 

how the truck would take control of Shane. How he’d never get to City Hall, 

only to the teenage runaways several miles north of Tin Grove. They had been 

next on my list, after Shane.   
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“You realize that your master will make you pay,” the handsome man said. 

“We can offer you a new job. One with better perks.” 

“I stink of fish and sea slime.”   

“You could take a shower.” 

I snorted. Soda went through my nose. Chimera leaped away as I coughed 

cherry syrup onto on the ground.  

“You think I’m joking?” He tossed me something else. I raised my left hand 

and caught a business card. “I know cherubim. I know the Spirit.” 

I weighed the card in my hand, read the name printed in Gothic curls. 

“Can you give me back my name, Tobias, if that is yours?” 

“If you come with me.” He offered the hand with the soda bottle. 

“Coming?” 

I thought. Shane would realize that he had been tricked after driving for 

sweltering days. My master would be angry. More eternal punishment and 

driving. Maybe Chimera would get hurt. 

As if reading my thoughts, my cat nodded. She didn’t want to suffer. 

I went to Tobias, taking large steps, and shook his hand. He smelled like 

clean beach sand.  

“Welcome back, Charon,” he said. “We have a good job for you. It doesn’t 

involve driving.” 

I bowed my head. We walked, and I let the name carry me the whole way. 

Charon. Not what I was. Who I was. Who I am.  

I was someone. I was a person. And I was free.     
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An Interview with The Copperfield Review 

Our thanks to Meredith Allard, Editor of The Copperfield Review, for granting us 

this interview. 

 

Can you tell us a bit about the origins of The Copperfield Review? 

In 2000, I was looking for literary journals and other places where I could 

promote my first historical novel, My Brother’s Battle, and I was stumped to find 

that there wasn’t much out there. Very few literary journals listed historical 

fiction as a genre they published, and since historical fiction is my genre of choice 

I was worried about its lack of representation in the literary journal world.  

Around that time, I saw a class about how to create an e-zine at Learning 

Tree University near where I was living in Southern California. I took the class, 

learned the basics of running an e-zine, and around September of that year 

Copperfield was up and running.  

 

What do you think makes the stories you publish successful, and what is it 

about historical fiction that you think we need to see more of in the 

marketplace?    

All I can say about the success of stories we publish is we must get lucky 

somehow when we make our decisions. We have certain tastes in the stories we 

like, and fortunately our readers seem to like the same stories we do. We’ve been 

fortunate in that The Copperfield Review has been the first published credit for a lot 

of up and coming writers, and a number of our authors have gone on to be 

included in anthologies, to publish books, and be nominated for the Pushcart 

Prize. Maybe we have a knack for spotting talent, but I’ve never thought of it that 

way. We publish what we like. 

Historical fiction is a beloved genre, and there are often historical novels on 

the best-seller lists. But because it’s genre fiction there are a lot of literary types 

who write it off. The Copperfield Review showcases short form historical fiction—

no longer than 3000 words—and that is something we don’t see a lot of, so we 

like bringing people’s attention to the short stories and novel excerpts. Good 

writing deserves to be seen—that’s been our belief since the beginning.  

 

What do you feel makes The Copperfield Review different from other historical 

fiction publications?   

We’re particularly proud that Copperfield is open to submissions from new 

writers. You don’t need an MFA or even previous published credits to be 

published in Copperfield. As long as we like what you’ve written, we’ll publish 

you. In our current edition, Summer 2013, we have a story called “The Colors I 

Dream In” by Devon Lawler, and it’s his first attempt at writing fiction. 
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What are you looking for from authors who submit? When submitting, what is 

the one thing you’d recommend authors not do?   

Please, please, please read the submission guidelines and follow the 

guidelines exactly as stated. For some reason, we’ve been getting a lot of 

submissions lately that don’t follow our guidelines and those submissions won’t 

be considered for publication. Those authors may have submitted the Greatest 

Thing Yet Written, but if it’s a file attachment we won’t read it so we’ll never 

know. We need our guidelines as we weed through hundreds of submissions per 

edition. Authors who follow the guidelines are showing that they’re taking their 

submission seriously.  

 

How do you determine what selections will be included in The Copperfield 

Review?      

There’s no great mathematical formula we use to determine what we’ll 

publish. We publish what we like. I know that’s not much help for writers who 

want to submit, but there you go. I personally have more literary tastes for the 

stories I like, but sometimes a story will strike me because I’m interested in the 

historical period the story is about or it’s about a time period we haven’t 

published before. We spend a lot of time reading and rereading the submissions, 

and we make a lot of tough decisions as we put each new edition together.  

 

Who are some of your favorite authors and what are some of your favorite 

books?   

The Copperfield Review is named after David Copperfield by Charles Dickens, 

so that would be number one as far as favorite author and favorite book. Other 

favorite authors and books would be Beloved by Toni Morrison, Pride and 

Prejudice by Jane Austen, and Les Miserables by Victor Hugo.  

 

What has surprised you most as an editor in the process of publishing The 

Copperfield Review?   

There is a lot of undiscovered literary talent out there. I’m amazed at the 

quality of some of the submissions we’ve received. The general consensus in the 

literary world is that all the great talent has been discovered, and some places 

will only publish you if you’re already famous or well published. That’s one of 

the reasons I wanted to keep Copperfield open to newcomers. I wanted a place 

where people could find new favorite writers.  

 

What are your long-term plans for the publication?  

Copperfield has been going for 13 years, and we hope to keep it going at least 

13 years more. We’ve been very fortunate in that over the last decade or so 

Copperfield has managed to carve out a small niche for itself as a market for 
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historical fiction, and we have readers from all over the globe. Right now, we’re 

working on expanding our reach so even more people know about us. We’ve 

joined Goodreads, we’re on Facebook, and we’re always looking for bigger and 

better ways to connect with our readers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can find more information about The Copperfield Review at:  

 

copperfieldreview.com  

 

http://www.goodreads.com/user/show/9299244-copperfield-review  

 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Copperfield-

Review/231311996917640?ref=hl 

 


